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Note 
The Dilatation and Filtration Invariants in the 
Homotopy of Spheres 
In this note, we give a sharpened and generalized version of [3, 
Theorem I], together with some new geometric corollaries. Let us 
begin by reviewing the definitions of the relevant invariants. 
If 01 E r,(P), we define 6(a), the dilatation invariant of LY, to be the 
real number 
S(4 = inf S(f) = i;f ,yf- I WV, 
f 
f: Sm --t S” ranging over the collection of all smooth maps representing (II of 
standard unit spheres of the indicated dimensions, and X ranging over the 
collection of all unit tangent vectors to Sm. (The same definition would 
make sense with arbitrary Riemannian manifolds V, Win place of S”, S” 
provided we allowed for the possibility 8(01) = 00. Of course, if V is 
assumed compact, then 6((u) < co.) The dilatation invariant was first 
introduced by Reinhard Olivier and further studied by Blaine Lawson; 
see [3] for references. 
The filtration invariant, filt(cx), of (Y E r,(P) is the integer originally 
defined by James [l] in connection with his study of the reduced product 
construction. The definition is as follows (see [3]). 
Let sZ* = Q*(S”; p, q) be the space of all continuous paths on S” 
beginning at some point p and ending at some point q, and let Q&-n 
be its r(n - I)-skeleton. Then, filt(,) is the least integer r 3 0 for 
which the adjoint of 01, ad(B), lies in the image ~r,-l(sz,*(,-l) -+ r,+r(Q*). 
(In slightly greater generality than in [l], one may define filt(a) for 
(II E [ZK, ZY], where Y is a countable CW-space with a single O-cell 
and where Z denotes suspension. Thus, filt(,) is the least integer r > 0 
such that ad(a) lies in the image 
Y, denoting the rth stage of the reduced product construction on Y. 
Again, if K is not a finite CW-space, filt(or) may be infinite. In any case 
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filt(a) < 1 if and only if 01 is a suspension element, so that filt(a) may 
be viewed as a quantitative measure of the deviation of 01 from being 
a suspension. Note finally that if Y = S”, then Y,. N 52znP1) .) 
Our theorem now can be stated as follows. 
THEOREM. Let o( E CT-,,(P), m > n 3 2. If 6(a) -=c r + 2, then 
filt(a) ,< Y, if Y > 0, is even 
<rr+l, if r 3 0, is odd. 
If, moreover, m is even and 201 # 0, then filt(cr) ,< r, regardless of the 
parity of r. 
Remarks. (I) It would be of interest to find an extension of this 
theorem to more general Riemannian manifolds V, W. However, at 
least when either V or W is a closed manifold not a homotopy sphere, 
such an extension would have to involve a homotopy-theoretic invariant 
different from the filtration invariant. For, from the above discussion, 
the maximum generality in which 8(01) and filt(a) are simultaneously 
defined, is when both V and W are suspensions; and a closed manifold 
has the homotopy type of a suspension only if it has the homotopy type 
of a sphere. 
(2) The above theorem differs from [3, Theorem I] in two respects. 
In the first place, [3, Theorem l] deals only with the case m even, 
201 # 0. In the second place, even in that special case, it is only asserted 
that filt(,) ,< r + 1 if r > 0 is even. It is remarked that one could 
conclude filt(cw) < f r or r even if one knew that 6(a) were always an 
integer. Actually, our present proof will show that the integrality of 
I, which remains an interesting open problem, is irrelevant to our 
theorem. 
(3) As an example illustrating that some condition is needed in 
order to obtain the uniform conclusion filt(a) < r in the theorem, let 
us consider the Hopf class y E ~-~~-i(,!?~), k = 1, 2 or 4. According to 
[3, Sect. 2, Remark (l)], we have 6(y) = 2; but on the other hand, 
it is clear that filt(y) = 2. Th us, we are unable to dispense with the 
condition that m be even if we want to obtain the sharper statement. 
We have not been able to obtain a similar example when m is even and 
a: has order 2. 
Before entering into the proof of the theorem, we deduce one 
consequence. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let &, , respectively, yp , be any element of order an 
odd prime p in z4&S3), respectively, =&S3). Then, a(&) > p - 1, 
respectively, 6(y,) > p + 1. 
Proof. These inequalities follow from the theorem in conjunction 
with the equations filt(&,) = p - I, filt(y,) = p, proved in [I]. (Similarly, 
as was already observed in [3, Corollary 1 to Theorem 11, S(ol,) >, p, 
where ~y2, is any element of order p in nsP(S3). Note that [3, Theorem l] 
yields only the weaker inequality S(y,) > p, and does not give any 
information concerning S@,).) 
We proceed now to the proof of the theorem. To keep this note self- 
contained, some points that have already appeared in [3, proof of 
Theorem I] will be repeated here. We refer to Milnor [2] for those facts 
from Morse theory that we will need. 
The case r = 0 being elementary, we consider 01 E: rm(Sn) satisfying 
r + 1 < S(a) < r + 2, r 3 1. We may then pick a smooth representative 
f: Sm-t Sn of (y. that also satisfies Y + 1 < 6 = S(f) < Y + 2; thus 
6 = (r + 1) + I*/“, O<p<?T. (1) 
Let Sz = Q(P; p, 4) be the space of all piecewise smooth paths on S” 
beginning at some point p and ending at some point q, suitably topo- 
Iogized (see [2]), let E: Q -+ R be the energy function, defined by 
E(W) = Ji j dwjdt I2 dt, and set 
Q” = LyS”; p, q) = E-l([O, c2]), c > 0. 
It is known [2, Theorem 17. l] that the inclusion i: Sz --t Q* is a homotopy 
equivalence. Now, f plainly induces a map 
f: P-1 = Lqsm; y, -y) -+ WV 
for any y E Sm (where JP = QGn(Sn;f(y), f (-y)), and the composition 
i 0j 0j: Sm-1-+Q;2*, (2) 
j: $26~ -+ Q the inclusion, is precisely the adjoint off. The proof will 
then follow from a study of the homotopy type of GP for suitable 
choice of y E Sm. 
Assume first that r is even. By the Borsuk-Ulam theorem, some pair 
{yO , -yo) of antipodal points in Sm is mapped into a single point, i.e., 
4f (ydt f(--Yo)) = 0, w h ere d is the standard metric on Sn. Passing, 
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if necessary, to a suitable Cl-approximation g off, still satisfying r + 1 ,< 
6(g) < r + 2, we may as well assume that the (continuous) function 
x - 4f(xh f(-X>), XES”, 
takes on positive values. Hence, we may certainly select y E Sm so that 
v = d(f( y), f( -y)) satisfies 
o<v<n--p. (3) 
To compute the homotopy type of .nS”, we must see which of the geodesics 
joiningf(y) tof(-y) 1 ie in PT. The geodesics from f ( y) to f (-y) have 
lengths v, 257 - v, 2~ + v, 4~ - v ,..., hence, by (l), (3) and the funda- 
mental theorem of Morse theory [2, Theorem 17.3 and Corollary 17.41, 




52,*((,-1, j’ sz*, 
with j’ the inclusion and i’ a homotopy equivalence. The conclusion 
filt(a) < r then follows from (2). 
The argument for Y odd is similar except that we do not choose y so as 
to obtain (3). While for r even, we want f (y) and f (-y) to be rather 
close together, for Y odd, we want f (y) and f (-y) to be rather far apart. 
More precisely, if, in the previous notation, TV < v < rr, then we may 
deduce tilt(a) < T, but if v < p, then we may only deduce tilt(,) < Y + 1. 
To conclude the proof, it is only necessary to show that, provided 
m is even and 2or # 0, we may choose y E S” so that in fact, p < v < rr. 
But under the given assumptions, it is easy to see (see Lawson’s paper 
referenced in [3]) that some pair {yr , -yr) of antipodal points in S” is 
mapped into an antipodal pair, i.e., d(f (yr), f (-yi)) = r, and the 
existence of a suitable y is then clear. 
In conclusion, we combine Remark (3) above with the proof of the 
theorem to derive the following amusing geometric corollary concerning 
the Hopf classes. 
COROLLARY 2. If h: W-1 -+ Ssk, k = 1, 2 or 4, is any smooth 
representative of the Hopf class, then for ally E S4k-1, 
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(Note that for the particular representative h discussed in [3, Sect. 21, 
the one originally described by Hopf, we have d(h(y), h( --y)) = 0, 
and 6(h) = 2.) 
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